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Summary 
MPP-Energy and Enpet Energy are co-operating to farm out a material interest in the Duzce G26-A license operated by 
Enpet, one of four exploration blocks in the Sakarya-Duzce license area in Northern Turkey. The licence was awarded in 
December 2017. Since the award, a 2D seismic survey was obtained and interpreted to mature the G26-A prospect 
ready for drilling. This licence area comprises a total of four blocks immediately south of TPAOs successful Akcakoca 
project and recently discovered Tuna-1 gas discovery. Two main prospects in the Paleocene-Eocene and Cretaceous 
Akveren have been identified for drilling with mean prospective resources of 328 Bcf of gas in the main target, plus 
further upside.  
 

This two-way dip closure against a fault forms a 
stacked play in the center of the block, targeting a 
number of sand intervals with the Caycuma (Kusuri 
equivalent) turbidite sequence. Additional shallow gas 
prospectivity has been identified. The first is the 
Paleocene-Eocene (Çaycuma) formation which has 
been penetrated in wells onshore and offshore, offset 
from the licence area, and is an interbedded clastic 
sequence of sandstones, shales, marls, mudstones 
and occasional tuffs.  Resources were calculated for 
the prospect based on offset data from the South 
Akcakoca Sub-Basin Well results.  In each of these 
wells several reservoir horizons have been identified. 
Total calculated prospective resources are estimated 
between 5-13 Billion m3, 176-459 Bcf respectively.  

 
High quality infrastructure (Botas Pipeline) crosses the block providing multiple export options to the international 
markets and keeping development costs low.  
 
Farmout 
MPP-Energy is currently conducting a farm-out process to identify a partner to invest in this project by farming out 
material interests in exchange for a cash consideration and contribution to the low-cost exploration program. The co-
operation between the MPP-Energy, Enpet and the incoming Partner(s) will be covered by a Joint Operating Agreement. 
A direct farm-in is offered. The farm out will be subject to contract and Government approvals. 
 
Contact 
For further information, enquiries and requests for the Confidentiality Agreement, Data-Room, etc., please contact:  

mail@mpp-energy.com 
 
 
Disclaimer 
By accepting this document, you acknowledge and agree that all of the information contained in this memorandum is confidential. None of MPPs, nor any of their respective affiliates, directors, officers, employees, 
consultants and other representatives (collectively, “C.”) makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of this memorandum, and nothing contained herein is, or shall 
be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future. This memorandum does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate a transaction and you should 
conduct your own independent analyses of the information contained or referred to herein. MPP expressly disclaims any responsibility or liability for the information or estimates contained in or omitted from this 
communication, or in any other written or oral communication transmitted or made available to a prospective participant. This document does not constitute, nor shall be deemed to constitute, a commitment by any 
person to sell or to negotiate to sell, or an offer or invitation, or a solicitation of an offer, in respect of the opportunity referenced in this preliminary memorandum. You acknowledge that neither MPP nor MPPs 
partners is under any obligation to accept any offer or proposal by any person or entity regarding a transaction. 


